
                                The Furious Bulls Rush to the Woods.

                                                                                                                    McKana, September 8, 2020
Exodus 32:7-8 (NIV)
7. Then the LORD said to Moses, “Go down, because your people, whom you brought up out of Egypt, 
have become corrupt.
8.  They have been quick to turn away from what I commanded them and have made themselves an 
idol cast in the shape of a calf. They have bowed down to it and sacrificed to it and have said, ‘These 
are your gods, Israel, who brought you up out of Egypt.’ 
                                                ------------///////////-----------------
This vision tells us that the cracks are wide open and pieces are falling through. The Lord is warning us
in many different ways. After seeing this vision, the holy Spirit says “What I showed you is the golden 
calf.” Don't they(Wall Street) know they are worshiping a curved idol of a calf like the people in the 
times of Mosses? 

The Desperate Bulls to the woods
(Vision of September 4, 2020 Pat 3:00AM)
I see very desperate, agitated, overrunning hordes of bulls rushing towards the woods almost running 
over me. I am in a thin forest hiding under one of the trees with thick bushes. I see through the bushes 
and the leaves herds of furious, angry bulls rushing towards the forest and the woods. I see many, many
of them running towards the woods, the forest and the bushes. Nothing seems to stope them. They 
came very close, less than hundred meters to run over me. They came closer and closer. They are 
running from something, rushing, overrunning anything in front of them but they are very close. Some 
passed me by my left and right side, some are head on towards me, no safety for me. I don't know 
whether they saw me or not but I am on their way. They are running with force, furiously. They came 
very close and before they run over me I woke up. Too close. The one in front heading toward me 
looks exactly and is The Bull of Wal street, furious, the tilt to the side exactly the same. All the 
following herds of bulls look the same. They are all Bulls.
Imagen standing in front of a rushing horned bulls like the annual Spain's bull run.
Interpretation
We are in the woods means not safe.
This vision is telling us, the stock market, symbolized by the golden calf of the Bible is in a territory of 
desperate departure from normalcy, which is a collapse. The bulls left the city, ran to the wood, unsafe 
and seeking shelter demolishing everything on their way. The bull market is prices of assets rising by 
consumers optimism but abandoning the territory is a collapse of the economy.
This vision tells us that the cracks are wide open and pieces are falling through. 
Definition.
The term "bull market" is most often used to refer to the stock market   but can be applied to anything 
that is traded, such as bonds, real estate, currencies and commodities.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/stockmarket.asp

